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Is the latest synastry research project close to proving that the romantic ‘urge to
merge’ conforms statistically to certain horoscopic aspect patterns?
The world’s best synastry database is now up online, and it
derives from the Gauquelin’s in-depth ‘heredity’ researches.
Here are 20,000 married couples, with reliable or at least
official birth data. Most of it is within the hour, but some
it is within five minutes or so. Even better, it’s all from the
Paris of one hundred years ago. Gay Paree – the romance,
the passion, the beautiful ladies, the happy music, les liaisons
dangereuses! If synastry is going to work anywhere, it surely
has to work in this set of data.
http://cura.free.fr/gauq/17archg.html#MCD
We extracted the data by simply filtering out the kids from the
(thirteen or so) ‘Heredity’ databases up on Patrice Guinard’s
CURA (Centre Universitaire de Recherche en Astrologie)
website, and taking all the pairs of ‘Father, Mother’ (i.e.
couples); and now it’s all together in one handy data-set.

and here it’s the conjunction and opposition that show up.
They show up in the way one would expect from traditional
gender symbolism, with male Sun and female Venus, and
doesn’t work the other way round. I later apprehended that
this is probably the best result there is in this data-set.

There is just one problem: no-one in the UK can do synastry
research. Nope. This is partly because Bernadette Brady’s
Jigsaw research program can’t handle pairs of charts, i.e. data
for couples; it can score only individual charts.

These are, one must say, beautiful results. They are plotted
at one degree intervals, and show a smoothed five-point
moving average going through the data. The four degrees
after the SU-VE synastry opposition average 29% excess!
For the conjunction, of the same two heavenly spheres, the
four degrees before exactitude score 30% more than the four
degrees after it.

Fortunately, one man Down Under was a match for this task.
Mr Ray Murphy, who prepared that database up on CURA,
has also generated some synastry frequencies one degree at a
time. I plotted them.
Arguably, synastry is the big astro-research issue of the 21
century. The huge surveys of Gunther Sachs of 300,000
Swiss couples followed by the even huger French survey by
Didier Castille of 16 million have both claimed to show solar
synastry, mainly Sun-conjunct-Sun. But they have left some
big question marks. Ray first sent me the data for Sun-Venus,
st
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This is the chemistry of attraction. Astrally speaking, it
produces the Urge to Merge.

Moon-Pluto
Who would have expected a tiny sphere smaller than the
Moon three billion miles away in the depths of outer space –
which had not even then been discovered – to affect marriage
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prospects? Well, let’s look at her Moon (once again this is
gender-specific: it doesn’t work the other way) conjunct his
Pluto: it shows an excess of 14% for three degrees either side
of the conjunction – although here the effect is looking a bit
bigger before exactitude.
Astral philosophers will want to mull over this startling effect.
Could it be that she (Luna) was turned on by the sense of
hidden, Plutonic power, or by his plutocratic wealth?
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It’s marvellous to have such a large database that one can
look at individual celestial aspects. I don’t think that has ever
happened before.
Sun-opposite-Saturn seems to repel. Couples in Gay Paree
were not keen on Sun-opposite-Saturn in relation to their truelove, and can you blame them? This worked symmetrically:
it wasn’t gender-specific, and so here the two data-sets, Male
Saturn - Female Sun and vice-versa, are combined. Thus, note
how the expected frequency is twice as high as before. This is
a weaker effect, showing altogether 9% fewer marriages for
three degrees on either side of the opposition.
*** To be continued ***
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